Enhances every life it touches.
The MagicBox.
Content experience.
Everything we do is driven by our belief in the life-enriching aspects of digitization. We created our conversion software docWorks so libraries and archives could open their valuable holdings to a worldwide community of researchers. We teamed up with renowned libraries to develop beautifully designed and simple to use apps to engage a mobile audience in historic newspapers. Now we have developed something new which might change the future of exhibition design.

Touch the untouchable.
CCS’s MagicBox is a revolutionary fusion of display cabinet and fascinating hands-on experience. It is set to introduce a new era of how libraries and archives will be able to give access to their valuable yet fragile materials. The MagicBox technology is installed in an illuminated display cabinet. It produces a transparent and touch sensitive layer of digital content that visitors can browse while at the same time having full sight of the original item behind glass. Rare publications, up to now limited to a look-only display spread, will be fully tangible at the fingertips of the audience, who can virtually leaf through the superimposed pages.

It’s a kind of magic.
The MagicBox app that operates the digital content not only lets you display and browse digitized print media, but also image galleries, 3D views, and movies. Display cabinets will become pulsating windows to a world of wonders, enriching the exhibition not only with more information, but by making it a truly memorable visiting experience.
More detail.
If the digital conversion of the analogue print media was done with CCS’s software docWorks, the MagicBox app will also display automatically generated tables of contents allowing users to directly navigate to selected articles and chapters. Depending on the quality of the OCR, the app also provides Search and even Read-out-loud functions.

Edutainment.
CCS develops lovingly crafted mobile apps to shine light on special historic events or institutions. Photo galleries, text searches, curated information and high-quality excerpts from newspapers create a truly interactive insight into the particular zeitgeist. Partner institutions include the University of California Riverside, the Humboldt University and the State and University Library Hamburg.

Contact us.
If you want to find out more about our Content Experience Solutions please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are more than happy to provide you with any additional information.
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